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Abstract This paper addresses, an adaptive fuzzy output feedback control approach is investigated for a class of stochastic nonlinear strict-feedback systems without the requirement of states measurement. In this research, fuzzy logic systems are utilized to evaluate the unknown nonlinear functions, and a fuzzy adaptive state observer is established to estimate the unmeasured states. Based on the information of the bounds of the dead-zone slopes as well as treating the time varying inputs coefficients as a system uncertainty, a new adaptive fuzzy output feedback control approach is developed via the backstepping recursive design technique. Fuzzy logic systems are used to approximate the unstructured uncertainties, and a fuzzy state observer is designed to estimate the unmeasured states. By combining the backstepping design technique with the stochastic small-gain approach. Keywords: fuzzy adaptive state observer, new adaptive fuzzy output feedback control approach is developed



1. Introduction In the past decade, an adaptive backstepping technique as a powerful method has received considered attention for controlling parametric strict-feedback systems. Many significant results have been achieved (see, for example, [1]–[4] and references there in). These adaptive control approaches can provide a systematic methodology of solving tracking or regulation control problems of nonlinear systems without satisfying the matching condition. The advantages include that global stability can be achieved with ease, transient performance can be guaranteed and explicitly analyzed, and they have the flexibility to avoid unnecessary cancellation of useful nonlinearities compared with the feedback linearization technique. The earlier adaptive backstepping controllers can only accommodate the parametric uncertainty, but not the unmodeled dynamics and dynamic disturbances (dynamic uncertainties) included in the controlled nonlinear systems.
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In this paper, a new systematic design approach is proposed for a class of stochastic nonlinear strict-feedback systems without the requirement of the states measurement, and with two kinds of uncertainties, i.e., unstructured uncertainties (unknown nonlinear functions) and dynamics uncertainties. In the control design, FLSs are first used to approximate the unstructured uncertainties, and then a fuzzy state observer is established to estimate the unmeasured states. Based on the ISpS theory, and by combining the backstepping design technique with the stochastic small-gain approach, a novel adaptive fuzzy output feedback control approach is developed. The proposed control approach can guarantee that the closed-loop system is ISpS in probability and the observer errors and the output of the system converge to a small neighborhood of the origin by appropriate choice of the design parameters. It is well known that nonsmooth nonlinear characteristics such as dead zone, backlash, and hysteresis are common in actuators and sensors such as mechanical connections, hydraulic actuators, and electric servomotors. Dead zone is one of the most important nonsmooth nonlinearities in many industrial processes, since it can severely limit system performance. To handle the systems with unknown dead zones, many adaptive control approaches have been developed in recent years; Adaptive dead zone inverses are proposed, while, adaptive dead-zone inverses are built for linear and nonlinear systems with immeasurable dead-zone outputs. Asymptotical adaptive cancellation of an unknown dead zone is achieved analytically under the condition that the output of a dead zone is measurable. By a given matching condition to the reference model, adaptive control with adaptive dead-zone inverse is introduced. Adaptive state feedback and output feedback controllers using the backstepping technique and the smooth inverse function of the dead zone are developed for a class of interconnected nonlinear systems without satisfying the matching condition. The aforementioned control approaches all use an inverse dead-zone nonlinearity to minimize the effects of dead zone. As an alternative, the robust adaptive controllers are developed for a class of nonlinear systems by using a new description of a dead zone, without constructing the inverse of the dead zone. Asymptotical adaptive cancellation of an unknown dead zone is achieved analytically under the condition that the output of a dead zone is measurable. By a given matching condition to the reference model, adaptive control with the dead-zone inverse is introduced . Two fuzzy adaptive control algorithms for multivariable unknown nonlinear systems with both unknown dead zone and unknown control direction have been presented. An adaptive output feedback controller using the backstepping technique and the smooth inverse function of the dead zone is developed for a class of interconnected nonlinear systems without satisfying the matching condition. The aforementioned control approaches all use an inverse dead-zone nonlinearity to minimize the effects of the dead zone. As an alternative, without constructing the inverse of the dead zone, the robust adaptive controller is developed for a class of nonlinear systems by using a new description of a dead zone. Adaptive decentralized control schemes are proposed for a class of nonlinear large-scale systems without or with time delays. However, the aforementioned adaptive control approaches are only suitable for linear systems, or the nonlinear uncertainties that are to be linear with the unknown parameters (linear in parameters). In order to cope with the problem of the nonlinear systems with dead zones and the uncertainties not being linearly parameterized, several stable adaptive fuzzy or NN control algorithms were proposed for a class of SISO or MIMO nonlinear systems preceded by unknown dead zones, and found the applications in the chaotic system, chaotic gyros synchronic system, and turntable servo system, respectively. The drawbacks of the results are that the uncertain nonlinear systems need to satisfy the matching condition, and the states are directly measured. More recently, a robust adaptive NN backstepping controller was first proposed in for a class of SISO nonlinear strict-feedback systems with dead zone and without satisfying the matching condition, and the stability of the resulting closed-loop systems was proved by using integral-type Lyapunov functions. Afterward, the work extended the result to the MIMO nonlinear strict-feedback systems with dead zone and without satisfying the matching condition. The main limitation is that all the states of the systems are required to be available for the controller design. To solve the unmeasured state problem, an adaptive fuzzy output feedback control scheme has recently been developed for a class of SISO nonlinear systems with an unknown dead zone, in which a filter state observer is designed to estimate the unmeasured states, and the dead-zone inverse is constructed. However, this control scheme is only suitable for a class of SISO nonlinear systems; it cannot be directly extended to the uncertain nonlinear strict-feedback large-scale systems due to the presence of the unknown interconnected terms. It should be mentioned that based on the results , a fuzzy adaptive observer-based projective synchronization output feedback control approach is investigated for SISO nonlinear systems with input nonlinearity. However, the considered nonlinear system satisfies the matching condition. Mayur Baiskar
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Motivated by the observation, in this paper, an adaptive fuzzy decentralized backstepping output feedback control approach is proposed for a class of nonlinear strict-feedback large-scale systems with unknown dead zones and immeasurable states. In the control design, the FLSs are used to approximate the unknown nonlinear functions, and a fuzzy state filter is designed for the immeasurable states. By applying the adaptive backstepping design technique and combining the dead-zone inverse method, an adaptive fuzzy decentralized output-feedback backstepping control approach is developed. It is demonstrated that the proposed control method can guarantee that all the signals in the closed-loop control system are semi globally uniformly ultimately bounded (SUUB), and the tracking errors converge to a small neighborhood of the origin with appropriate choice of the design parameters. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) By using FLSs to approximate the nonlinear uncertainties, the proposed decentralized control approach does not assume that nonlinear uncertainties are to be linear with the unknown parameters by designing a fuzzy state filter and constructing the inverse of the dead zone, the proposed decentralized control approach can cancel the requirement that all the states of the controlled nonlinear systems must be available for measurement; and 3 the whole control system stability is proved by using the Lyapunov function method.



MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES For convenience, we briefly review the concepts of ISpS and the stochastic small-gain theorem proposed in [6] and [13] and recall the class κ, κ∞, and κ_ functions, which are standard in the nonlinear control literature (see [5], [6], [12], and [13]).



Fig. 1. Feedback connection of interconnected systems. Definition 1: i) A function γ: R+ → R+ is said to belong to class κ if it is continuous, strictly increasing, and is zero at zero. A function γ is said to belong to class κ∞ if additionally, it is unbounded. ii) A function β: R+ × R+ → R+ is said to belong to class κ_ if, for each fixed t, the mapping β(s, t) belongs to class κ with respect to s and, for each fixed s, the mapping β(s, t) is decreasing with respect to t and β(s, t) → 0 as t→∞. Consider a stochastic nonlinear system



dx = f(x, u)dt + g(x, u)dw(t)



(1)



where x Rn and u Rm are the state and the input of system, respectively. w is an r-dimensional independent standard Wiener process, and f(·): Rm+n → Rn and g(·): Rm+n → Rn×r are locally Lipschitz and satisfy f(0, 0) = 0 and g(0, 0) = 0. Let lV (x) denote an infinitesimal generator of C2 positive function V (x): Rn → R along stochastic differential equation (1) with the definition of
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Definition 2: The system (1) is said to be ISpS in probability if for any ε > 0, there exist a class κl-function β, and a class κ∞-function γ and a constant d ≥ 0 such that P{|x(t)| 


(4)



Then, system (1) is ISpS in probability. Consider the following interconnected stochastic systems shown in Fig. 1



Where interior uncertainty,



and



. (5) is the state of system , denotes exterior disturbance and/or are independent standard Wiener processes.



Theorem 2 (Small-Gain Theorem) : Suppose that both the x1-system and x2-system in (5) are ISpS in probability with as input and x1 as state, as input and x2 as state, respectively, i.e., for any τ1 and τ2 > 0 such that



(6)



(7) where βi are class κl-functions, γi and γw are class κ∞-functions, and di is a nonnegative constant, i = 1, 2. If there exist nonnegative parameters ρ1, ρ2 , and s0 , such that nonlinear gain functions γ1 and γ2 satisfy (8) then the interconnected system (5) is ISpS in probability with Σ = ( ) as input and x = ( , ) as state, i.e., for any ε > 0, there exist a class κ_-function β, a class κ∞-function γw (·), and a constant d ≥ 0 such that (9)



Fuzzy Logic Systems A fuzzy logic system (FLS) consists of four parts: the knowledge base, the fuzzifier, the fuzzy inference engine, and the defuzzifier. The knowledge base is composed of a collection of fuzzy. IF–THEN rules of the following form: : If



is



and
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where x =



and y are FLS input and output, respectively .



(xi) and



(y) are the



membership function of fuzzy sets and , and N is the number of inference rules. Through singleton fuzzifier, center average defuzzification, and product inference, the FLS can be expressed as follows :



Where



.



ADAPTIVE FUZZY CONTROLLER DESIGN The adaptive fuzzy output feedback backstepping design consists of n-steps; each step is based on the change of coordinates



Where such that and



is sufficiently smooth function with is strictly positive over , where is an intermediate control;



which will be chosen appropriately later is the value of the derivative of at ,



SIMULATION STUDIES In this section, the feasibility of the proposed method and the control performances are illustrated by the following two examples. Example 1: Consider the following MIMO nonlinear systems with dead-zone input:



Where



Choose fuzzy membership functions as
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Fig 2 – Output



(solid line) follows the reference



Fig 3-- State estimate



(dotted line) follows state



(dotted line).



(solid line).



Conclusion In this paper, an adaptive fuzzy output feedback backstepping control approach has been developed for a class of nonlinear MIMO systems with unknown nonsymmetrical dead-zone inputs and immeasurable states. Fuzzy logic systems were first used to approximate the unknown nonlinear functions, and then a fuzzy state observer was designed to estimate the unmeasured states. FLSs have been used to approximate the unknown nonlinear functions, and a state observer has been developed to estimate the unmeasured states. By combining the backstepping design technique with the stochastic small-gain theorem, a novel adaptive fuzzy output feedback control scheme has been synthesized. It has, thus, extended the existing
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results on state feedback decentralized control for a class of nonlinear large-scale systems with unknown dead zones to the counterpart on output feedback control.
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